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A Mathematical Model of the Brake Shoe and the
Brake Path System

Z. Barecki* and S. F. Scieszka**

In this paper an improved mathematical model of the brake shoe - path systemfor post type drum brakes is
presented. The model enables calculation of such brake properties as the brake factor, the pressure
distribution between the brake shoe and path and the braking torque. The model comprises elastii proper-
ties of the brake elements and the preliminary geometry of contact between them. These propertiei ari not
taken into account in presently used methods of calculation.
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Nomenclature

modulus of elasticity
moment of inertia
distance
applied force normal to shoe beam
pressure
component normal to P
length of shoe beam
bending moment
normal resultant of contact pressure
radial strain, thickness
rigidity of foundation sector
coefficient of elasticity
width of lining
shoe displacement
rim radial deformation
radius
friction force
shoe factor
coefficient of friction
radial clearance
angle
apparent radius of friction

well as errors in their assenrbly. All these phenomena are ig-
nored by presently used methods in friction brake calculations.
The presently used methods are based on the controversial as-
sumption that the brake shoes and drums are perfectly rigid. In
this paper an alternative brake design method is suggested. As
an example a mathematical model of the anchored type of post
drum is presented. The model includes the elastic properties of
the brake shoe-path system and the preliminary geometry of
contact between them.

Assumptions

It is assumed that each brake shoe-rim system is isolated from
the other brake shoe interaction and any other static or dynamic
influence emanating from the winding gear. The physical model
of the system (figure I ) is based on the following assumptions:

l. The shoe beam is a weakly-curved bar with changing ridigity
EI, (x). The bottom end of the bar is privoted with one rota-
tional degree of freedom. The bending moment in the bar is
derived from a constant force P.

2. The other resolved component of the active force normal to P
is H and can be omitted as it only induces 0 to 4oh of the total
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Subscripts

shoe
nm

terminal sections of active part of shoe

lining
wooden block

Introduction

The brake shoes and path systems are the only source of the
controllable friction torque in mine hoists and as such deter-
mine the effectiveness and the dependability of the braking pro-
cess as well as the safety of the whole winding installation. Ob-
servations on full-scale post type drum brakes have revealed
several cases of deviations from the calculated value of the brak-
ing torque tl]. The divergence between actual and nominal
(theoretically predicted) values of braking torque is caused by
deviations between the actual and the nominal geometry of con-
tact between the brake shoes and the rim, and the discrepancies
between the actual and the used values of the coefficient of fric-
tion and applied forces. In particular the deviation from the
theoretical sinusoidal pressure distribution on the friction lining
is caused by considerable elastic strains of all elements in the
braking system and errors in the dimensions of these elements as
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Figure 1 - Representation ol the physical model ol the brake shoe -
path system
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bending moment in the shoe beam depending on the position
on the shoe beam.

3. The friction lining and the wooden lining make linear elastic
foundations.

4. The brake rim is deformable in a radial direction and has a
constant rigidity EI,.

5. The radial clearance /(0) characterises the geometry of con-
tact between the brake shoe and rim in the unloaded state , viz
P+O.

6. The pressure between the brake shoe and the rim is constant
along the width of the lining.

Forces and strains in the brake system

Reactions in the elastic foundation
The problem of the geometry of contact between the brake
shoes and the rim is solved by an approximate method. There-
fore, the length of the shoe beam L is divided into n equal sec-

tions each of leng th lx - !. fn. sections are designated by
n

xi : i/x
where:

i - 0, 1,2,3, . n
In every section

xh

where:
X61 x1 - the terminal sections of the active part of the shoe, have
corresponding sector i of the elastic foundation with central an-
gle 60, and angular co-ordinate 9, (figure 2).

An active force P causes a pressure on the surface of contact
between the brake shoe and the rim. Consider that force N, is the
normal resultant of contact pressure on the surface of the sector
i then N, : k,t,

where: t, - radial strain of the elastic foundation,
ki - rigidity of foundation sector i.
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where: b - the width of the lining
tr - thickness of the lining
t* - thickness of the wooden block
Er - modulus of elasticity of the lining
E* - modulus of elasticity of the wood

The radial strain of the elastic foundation t, is a function of the
shoe displacement w,, the rim radial deformation zi and the
clearance /, between the unloaded brake shoe and rim.

The resultant friction force T, for the sector is

Tr; - tt Ni (3)

where:

The brake shoe displacements
For a weakly-curved neutral axis of the shoe and for small dis-
placements (as in practice the point H1 never moves more than $
of the shoe length) the following differential equation (4) can be
applied to shoe displacement calculations:

(2)

? : .f 1t - for the leading shoe
tt \- p-for the trailing shoe

where: /'w, _ wi_r 2w, + wi*r (5)
EI* - the rigidity of the shoe at point i
Mi - the bending moment at point i
wi - the shoe displacement at point i

After substituting equation (5) the following equation may be
obtained

H,,/4_ Mif,r 
/x2

EI,,
c; 

/-t

the differential equation takes the form:

(4)'

and ki - 
b'Rdoi

tr t*
+Er ' E* (l)

(6)

z*)n'* /^LB,{r:
{, 
:' Il: i

ti>h ti> h

(7)

For the shoe point of support, viz. for Xs _ 0 displacement
ws _ 0. Bending moment in shoe point i (figure 2) can be calcu-
lated from equation (8):

Mi _ i)(cos g, / sin 4)Ni

cos d,Xr, + at)\

where: aj_ a + R(l cos 01)

After substituting (2) equation (8) takes the form:

(8)

(e)
Figure 2 - Diagram of lorces and displacements on the brake shoe

sector i

Mi - (n l)/xP + /:)
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the separate sectorsfrom the contact pressure resultants N, on
of the lining can be expressed as

k

zi: f.u*,
j=

After substitution of (2)

kkk

zi: I.,,u lo.,r, Lo7,
i:h j:h j:h

( l6)

(r7)

(18)

(le)

(20)

(2r)

The brake path displacements
For modelling the brake rim deformation a circular ring with
constant cross-section, compressed by radial concentrated
forces Ns distributed symmetrically (figure 3) is assumed. The
radial displacement z of the rim in the section u u is expressed
by equation ( l3) which is obtained from the one half-ring calcu-
lation using Castigliano principle.

,2

/ /
//

//

Mo - nlxP z*)nr,*j z*lno:{t: + /:)_ 0

k,
Pi - t*fu; 

(w, cos 0, zi /,)

The values of the shoe and the path delormations at the respec-
tive sector borders are the solution of the matrix.

As the continuity of the contact between the shoe and the path
can be disturbed the solution of the matrix equation is put on
revision. The radial strains of the foundation are calculated
from equation (2) using obtained values of the shoe and the rim
deformation. If for any point xh

foundation strain t.

done with the coefficient of elasticity k, : 0 for these points.
Since the solution must also satisfy the inverse condition, the
computation is completed when the following relations are met:

Fij _ cu\ cos 0,

Gu _ c,ih

Elr

[> o + k] : ktil< o.= k, _ o

-L
4

the ment
ord lting
the

10,-41) ."' (0,-0)+] rin lo,_.n,l-+f (r5)

cement at the point i as a result of a unit force

int j, if the condition 10, 0,1
if t,

Position of the resultant of the normal forces N and the friction
forces T.

It'd-I+

\

Figure 3 - Simplilied model of the brake path

zi - c,lNl

( l3)

at the
from a

( l4)

where:

The formation and solution of the matrix equation
The matrix equation for the brake shoes and the brake path
system were formed utilising n I equation type (12) and
k h + I equations type ( I 7) as well as the equation of mo-
ment equilibrium for the shoe about its point of rotation:

The above conditions exclude a solution with negative elasticity,
which does not appear in this case.

Results and Conclusions

Computation of the matrix equations has been carried out in
FORTRAN. The obtained values of the brake shoes and the
brake path displacements were used for the calculation of the
following properties describing a brake system as a kinematic
pair of friction.

Pressure distribution
For the respective sector i of the lining with the angle co-ordi-
nate di when the radial strain t,

lated from

Using superposition principles the rim displacement at point i
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Figure 4 - Pressure distrlbutlon behteen 6hoes and path ln the 4L-tO00 mine winder lor a pressure in the brake seryice engine of 0,4 MPa
1 - theoretlcal slnusoldal dislrlbutlon
2 - results oblalned by measuremenls
3 - calculaled values for the leading shoe
4 - calculated values lor the lrailing shoe

2 ftmml

The position of the resultants N and T is described by angle 0lll
and by the apparent radius of friction

v: * |,* ltlR LJ

r
fo'ao' 

sin o'

0- arctg';n + 0o

f p,da, cos o,
L
i:h

(22)

-4

-3-

-2

-1

N- bR
cos (o ari I P'60'cos 9' (23)

The apparent radius of friction V maybe calculated from the
braking torques equilibrium:

then

k

pNrrR_fp(bRpdg)R
L
i:h

(24)

(2s)

Figure 5 - Relative delormation r of the brake shoe beams in the 4L-
4000 mine winder for a pressure in the brake service engine ol 0,4

MPa
1 - calculated yalues, mean values lor leading and trailing shoes
2 - results obtained from measurements
3 - lining, a) lront shoe b) rear shoe

b) rear shoea) tront shge

f wnil2

a.

o-
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a) lront shoe

Figure 6 - Brake path displacement z in the
1 - results ootained lrom measurements
2 - calculated values lor the leading shoe
3 - calculated values lor a trailing shoe

b) rear shoe

4L-4000 mine winder lor a pressure in brake service engine of 0,4 MPa

t7

Shoe factor
The shoe factors fclr both leading and trailing shoes can be cal-
culated from:

H1 S:

where

,1t

t-

(26)

"oHtt:

R

For the selected mine hoist with the post type drum brakes the
calculations and full-scale measurements of the pressure distri-
bution and the shoe and path displacements have been conduct-
ed. The comparison between the calculated and the measured
values are presented in figures 4, 5 and 6. The results show that
the proposed method of calculation gives a more accurate pre-
diction of the friction brake perfonnance.

Therefore, the presented mathematical model of the brake shoe
and path system may be used for brake design after establishing
optimisation criteria.
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Figure 7 - Diagram lor the shoe relative deformation calculation


